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ABSTRACT
Indian penal code is into existence since the British Raj in India. The
British administrators made a number of laws under Indian penal code.
This code is applicable in all the states of India. Before the removal of
Article 370 from Jammu & Kashmir region, this code was not applicable in
that region but now as the Indian government has passed the bill
regarding the removal of Article 370 and 35A which means that now each
and every laws of Indian penal code would be applicable in all the states
of India.
Indian penal code, 1860 is regarded as the procedural law of crimes.
Various offences are defined under this code. A number of acts are also
specified under this penal code where these acts form an offence. Some
specific principles of laws related to the criminals are mentioned under the
category of Indian penal code. The current paper highlights the Indian
criminal code with a reference of CPSC.
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INTRODUCTION
In light of the wide past research demonstrating that basic damaging
ramifications for youth's psychological success are connected with buddy
exploitation, it is essential that the qualities of and potential risks for
youth who are locked in with this new sort of animosity are better
understood. This examination intended to extend care about digital
tormenting to such a degree, to the point that guardians, instructors,
and mental prosperity specialists would advancement have the capacity
to appropriate intervention and expectation methods and techniques.
This new kind of animosity is broadening so rapidly that it makes the
feeling that specialists, teachers, guardians, and even law usage experts
are not prepared to remain in the know regarding it.
Victims may feel that there is no real way to get away from this kind of
maltreatment since utilizing the Internet is such a necessary piece of
their lives for doing homework, for amusement and as a "social life saver"
(Snider and Borel, 2004). Numerous victims don't report frequencies of
cyber bullying to a grown-up in light of the fact that they feel that grownups can't stop the bullying, and numerous youngsters stress that
revealing may result in the loss of their Internet benefits. Enthusiastic
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reactions detailed by victims included inclination mortified, confounded,
terrified to go to class, discouraged, segregated, and self-destructive.
In different ways, be that as it may, what is going on the Internet might
be much more regrettable. For instance, with up close and personal
bullying, a littler gathering of individuals might be included, either as
culprits or onlookers, though on the Internet, the snap of a key can send
frightful bits of gossip, humiliating photographs, or abhor mail to an
extensive number of individuals.
Screen names and sites enable harassers to hole up behind the cover of
namelessness, making their aggressive behaviors hard to follow. Besides,
people who might be reluctant or hesitant to state destructive things or
make undermining comments to somebody vis-à-vis might be more adept
to participate in these sorts of behaviors online.
Olweus (2004) points out that predominance does not generally include
physical quality; strength or initiative status may likewise be set up
through verbal maltreatment, dangers, and other threatening behaviors
(e.g., explicitly aversive behaviors) that are roused by the person's
requirement for power, control and societal position. In this manner, for
a few people, the Internet may essentially be another scene for ruling
others. Moreover, on the grounds that Internet bullying does not require
physical quality, it might be a path for people who might not normally
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take part in physically aggressive behaviors to pick up power and
command over others.
Along these lines, as depicted in the writing on up close and personal
bullying and victimization, reactive aggression using innovation might be
seen as a maladaptive method to counter bullying. The capacity to stay
unknown and the absence of direct repercussions may prompt
diminished hindrances and social imperatives making the Internet
"fruitful domain" for taking part in antagonistic and malevolent
behaviors.
De-individuation may likewise expand the propensity to react to
circumstances dependent on passionate state without thoroughly
considering the potential results of behaviors and also diminish
mindfulness and additionally worry of how behaviors might influence
others. De-individuation may prompt impulsivity, disinhibition and an
absence of sympathy which may build the propensity to menace others
in cyberspace.

INDIAN CRIMINAL CODE WITH A REFERENCE OF CPSC
This research does not embody a specific ideology or perspective, but
recognizes the main ideologies that govern diverse perceptions of law
reform, with a particular focus on understandings of crime control and
due process. It thus provides a contextualized understanding of plea
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bargaining’s potential formalization through multifaceted perspectives
and considerations.
While on the issue of offences committed by foreigners, it should be
noted that it is not defense that the foreigners did not know that he was
committing a wrong, the act itself not being an offence. In this regard,
the Supreme Court in (Mobaraik Ali Ahmed v State of Bombay) held that
it is obvious his own country.
That for an Indian law to operate and be effective in the territory where it
operates viz. the territory of India, it is not necessary that it should either
be published or be made known outside the country......It would be
apparent that the test to find out effective publication would be
publication in India, not outside India so as to bring it to the notice of
everyone who intends to pass through India.....Ignorance of it (the
published notification) by the person (accused) who is foreigners is
Similarly, the personal presence of the accused in India when the offence
is occurred of the offence is wholly irrelevant. Not essential to make the
person liable for offences committed under the code.
The Supreme Court held that the procedure laid down as per sec. 4 of
I.P. code and sec. 188 of Cr. P.C. plainly meant that if at the time of
commission of the offence the person committing it is an Indian, and if
accused foreignor and is not an Indian citizen then the provisions of the
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section have no application then even if the offence is committed outside
India, he is subject to the jurisdiction of Indian Courts.
The fact of acquisition of citizenship subsequent to the committing of the
offence does not confer jurisdiction on courts retrospectively for trying
offences committed at a time when that person was neither an Indian
citizen or even domiciled in there.
Plea Bargaining is as old concept as the human history. In India it is a
new concept and is at the stage of infancy but in other countries it is
practiced.
Plea bargaining is something more stringent than the provision provided
in Criminal Procedure Code and is less stringent than the court is
required to compound the cases. When a case is filed against an accused
in the court of law, the accused can go to the court and say that he
admits his guilt. This has further implications in different cases and in
different circumstances. The court may allow him to plead so and reduce
his sentence or frame a charge for an offence less serious than the
actually committed offence or may allow him to go only by paying some
fine. It all depends upon the facts and circumstances of each case and
the antecedents of the accused.
The jurisdiction of a court over offences committed in the high seas is
based on the precept that a ship in the high seas is considered to be a
floating island belonging to the nation whose flag the ship flies. It does
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not matter where the ship or boat is, whether it is in the high seas or on
rivers, whether it is moving or stationery, having been anchored for the
time being. This jurisdiction called the ‘admiralty jurisdiction’.
Section 34 will not apply for lawful acts. Under Section 34 a criminal act
has to be committed in furtherance of common intention of several
persons. A criminal act means the entire series of acts committed by
several persons resulting in something which is punishable under I.P.C.
or any other law. Criminal act refer to the whole of criminal transaction
in which several persons are engaged by doing of separate or similar
acts.
Under Section 34, a criminal act must have been done by several persons
(i.e. 2 or more persons). Section 34 will not apply to a criminal act done
by one person even if there is series of acts. The acts may be different e.g.
where out of several burglars some kept out a watch and one of those
who enters the house shoot and kills an inmate. Under 34, actual
participation of the accused person is necessary though the participation
may be passive.
For application of Section 34 a criminal act has to be committed by by
many

persons

according

to

their

common

intention.

The

word

'furtherance' means 'advancement or promotion'. If 4 persons have a
common intention to kill 'A' they will have to do many acts in promotion
of that intention in order to acts in promotion of that intention in order
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to fulfill it. For example- Four persons intended to kill 'A' who is expected
to be found in a house. All of them participate in different ways. One of
them attempts to enter the house but is stopped by the sentry and he
shoots the sentry. Though the common intention was to kill A, the
shooting of sentry is in furtherance of the said common intention.

DISCUSSION
In the common intention is for doing one criminal act, but another
criminal act has been done which has no connection with the common
intention, it shall not be in furtherance and consequently Section 34
shall not apply. For example- A, B, C had common intention to kill Z.
While killing Z, 'A' committed a theft also. Section 34, shall not apply in
respect of the theft committed by 'A' because it is a separate act of 'A'
which is not connected with the common intention of all. 'B' and 'C' shall
not be liable for the theft committed by 'A'.
In section 34, common intention implies pre-arranged plan. to constitute
common intention it is necessary that the intention of each of one of
several persons be known to the rest of them and ordered by them.
Under Section 34 of the accused must be present physically at the actual
commission of the offence. He need not be present in the same room or
on the very spot where crime is committed but must be present some
where nearby.
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“ If an offence is committed by any member of an unlawful assembly in
prosecution of the common object of that assembly or such as the
members of that assembly knew to be likely to be committed in
prosecution of that objet, every person who at the time of the committing
of that offence, is a member of the same assembly is guilty of that
offence’.
Criminal conspiracy is a distinct and substantive offence added to the
Penal Code in 1913. To conspire means ‘to plot or scheme together’.
Etymologically the work ‘conspiracy’ means ‘breathing together’ and
people cannot breathe together unless they put their heads together.
Hence, conspiracy is an act for which at least two persons are essential.
One person alone cannot conspire. The law of criminal conspiracy has
been provided in Sections 120 A and 120B of the I.P.C.
‘When two or more persons agree to do, or cause to be done-an illegal
act, or an act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is
designated a criminal conspiracy’. If more than two persons comes
together and agree to commits any offence punishable by any law which
is in force at the time of commission of offence. Criminal act of all the
persons to the agreement. In view explanation 2 of sec. 120 it does not
any difference whether the offence or illegal act is final goalor it is
occurring as result of something else.
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In Criminal conspiracy, the agreement entered into between 2 or more
persons must be to do an illegal act or a legal act by illegal means. If two
persons by unlawful means of fraudulent representations obtain an
export license from the Government, it is an example of a conspiracy by
unlawful means (i.e., illegal means) to achieve a lawful object. There
must be meeting of minds of 2 or more persons in doing of the illegal act
or the doing of a legal act by illegal means. In order to constitute a single
general conspiracy there must be a common design and a common
intention of all to work in furtherance of the common design. Each
conspirator plays his separate part in one integrated and united effort to
achieve the common purpose.
The probation of offenders Act, 1958 was enacted in the year 1958. The
reasons for enacting central legislation to the release of offenders on
probation was stated in the statement of object and reasons as reported
in the Gazette of India dated Nov. 11, 1957. Under criminal procedure
code 1973 there was provision in section 360 of Cr. P.c. in 1973 which
permitted release of offenders on probation. But the scope of provision in
Cr. P.C. was very limited.
The SC/ST Act was enacted with purpose to prevent the commission of
offences of atrocities against the member of SC and ST’s to provide for
special court for the trial of such offences and for the relief and
rehabilitation of the victim of such offences. After the commencement of
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Constitution as under article 17 of Untouchability was also exist in India
for prevent this offence this Act was enacted.
The Probation of offenders Act 1958 In India which has secular states
but no separate probation law where the central Laws on the subject
which should be uniformly applicable to all the states. The purpose of
the Act is to release offender on probation or after due admonition and
for matters connected with. Instead of Sentencing them this probation of
good conduct for release the offender will apply. This is sort of
rehabilitation purpose.
It is very important to study the major criminal Laws in India and also
give focus on the minor criminal Laws. These major criminal laws which
are of substantive and procedure law which defines procedure of the law
in India to be followed by the court and the police to maintained peace
and security in the society. Since from ancient time the laws are in every
society. If we talk about the Indian Society from different religious aspect
such as Hindu Dharma the Manu, Kautilya Yajnavalka, Narad, Vyas,
Brahspati and Katyayana who gave detailed information and study on
law of wrongs both in civil and criminal side.

CONCLUSION
For the prevention of crime and procedure for fair trial and disposal of
Criminal cases several changes were brought in criminal procedure 1973
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for this purpose establish Constitution of criminal courts. These changes
which reflects in the provision have been made for the creation of post of
special judicial Magistrate by appointing persons in Government service
or retired government servant for such post.
High court is empowered to prescribe the qualifications and experience in
relation to legal affairs for the appointment of such special Magistrate.
Another important feature of code is that the person must have to
execute a bond for good behavior in this the person who habitually
commit anti-social offences such as offences of corruption, adulteration
of goods and drugs hoarding he have to execute bond for good behavior.
Provision relating to order for payment of maintenance under section 125
Cr. P.C. have been drastically changed.
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